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SuStainable
KIWIS!



SuStainability 
it’s everyone’s responsibility!

Sustainability is the idea that every person 
takes responsibility for looking after the 
planet so that future generations will still 
have a healthy environment, economy 
and society to live in. No person, group 
or generation wants to be charged with 
ecocide. The way to avoid ecocide is to 
practise sustainability and sustainable 
development so that the environment, 
economy and society all flourish together 
and not at the expense of one another.  
This book looks at what sustainability is 
and what it involves, and how it can help 
our planet. How our individual actions and 
consumption as a nation affect our planet 
are explained, along with how New Zealand 
is becoming more sustainable and how you 
can be a sustainable Kiwi.

‘Making meaning’ comprehension 
questions and ‘Critical literacy’ questions 
are included, along with activities and a 
glossary of terms at the end of the book. 

What does sustainability involve?

Economy = the system of producing goods such 
as timber and services such as lawn mowing, 
distributing goods and services by sending them 
to various places, and consuming goods and 
services by using them. When Europeans first came 
to New Zealand, for example, they began to cut 
down the 1.2 million hectares of kauri forest they 
found for the timber to build all sorts of goods 
such as ships, masts, fences, barrels and bridges. 
Because kauri grew so slowly, and people made 
farms on the cleared land, the kauri forests did 
not grow again. Was the kauri industry practising 
sustainability? No. It was consuming the kauri 
resource without thinking about future generations 
of people wanting to use the same resource. Does 
today’s timber industry practise sustainability? 
Yes, instead of felling native trees, it plants and 
fells fast-growing non-native trees such as pine, 
meaning future generations of people have the 
same resource to use. 

Society = people who share features like language, laws, and ways 
of behaving. In New Zealand society, Maori and Pakeha are the 
two main groups, and although there are many people living there 
from different parts of the world they are all New Zealanders. For 
sustainability to operate, people in all countries need to understand 
how it works and why it is necessary.  

Environment = an area and all the 
things in it. For example, New Zealand 
has many forest, lake, river, mountain 
and coastal environments. It is the 
environment that provides habitats for 
Earth’s plants and animals, including 
people, and all the resources that 
we use to survive and make our lives 
comfortable.

Sustainability  involves these three strands

Environment

Society

Economy
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Clear, easy-to-understand 
language and format.

Graphics, maps, 
tables and 
diagrams to 
help explain 
concepts.

What is sustainable 

energy and transport?5

What sort of energy does New Zealand use?

New Zealand has the choice of two types of energy.

Renewable (sustainable)

This energy can be replaced or renewed. 

It is also known as alternative energy. 

People can keep using this energy and 

know, because it will not run out, that 

future generations will also be able to 

use it.

Examples are hydro from rivers, wind, 

geothermal from Earth’s heat, solar 

from the Sun, and biogas from sewage 

treatment plants, farm waste and food 

processing.

Non-renewable (unsustainable)

This energy cannot be replaced or 

renewed.

If people keep using this energy at 

the same rate as people have used 

it in the past, it will eventually run 

out and there will be none for future 

generations.

Examples are coal, natural gas and oil. 

These are called fossil fuels because 

they come from fossils, which are plant 

and animal remains that have been in 

the ground for millions of years. 

New Zealand is lucky because it has many 

rivers, many sunshine hours and many windy 

places. This means that although it uses 

fossil fuels it also uses alternative energy 

such as hydro, wind, geothermal and solar. 

What is sustainable 

energy in action?

Hubbard Foods Ltd (Hubbards), based 

in Auckland, is a New Zealand producer 

of cereals. Cooking, toasting, flaking, 

mixing and drying its cereals consume 

a lot of energy. Recently, Hubbards 

launched a New Zealand-first sustainability project  

– a special solar energy project for the roof of the warehouse at its factory. Consisting 

of 160 thin film solar panels made from a new solar cell material that captures sunlight 

and converts it directly to electricity, this installation is lightweight and flexible. Its 

material can be manufactured in long, continuous rolls or put into other products 

such as roofing tiles. The solar panels work even on cloudy days, take less energy and 

material to manufacture than other types, have zero pollution and zero hazardous waste 

production, emit no greenhouse gases, do not become noisy, need little upkeep and can 

be checked by a simple web-based reporting tool. 

Solar PV array

DC AC

Inverter Switchboard

Appliances

Meter

Grid
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There are plans for massive 

solar power plants in places 

like the Sahara Desert. 

Scientists calculate that 

the world’s deserts receive 

more energy from the Sun in 

just six hours than humans 

consume in a year.
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What is sustainable 

food production?
6

Should New Zealand have sustainable  

food production?

Sustainability is becoming a more important issue in New Zealand food production because 

the country is known as a food producer for many other countries. Overseas customers want 

to make sure their food comes from a place that looks after its environment and works to 

get sustainability, while overseas retailers want to provide consumers with information 

to show products are safe and sustainably-produced. New Zealand sells itself on its clean 

and green image, so it has to make sure nothing spoils that image. New Zealanders 

themselves are becoming more aware of where their food comes from and the impacts of 

food production on the environment. Monitoring and checking food for sustainability is 

becoming more reliable and common.
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received daily rations of onions 

to give them strength while 

they built the pyramids.
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What are resources?
Resources are raw materials people use to keep themselves alive and to make products they need or want. By using resources wisely so the resources do not run out people practise sustainability, which means that future generations can benefit from the resources too. For example, if you have a wetland area on your property it will be a habitat for many plants and fish, insects, birds and other animals. It 

will be looking after the air and soil by removing pollutants from them. If you drain the 
wetland you will not be practising sustainability because future generations of people 
will not have the resource to provide them with whitebait, to absorb flood waters and to 
act as ‘giant kidneys’ to help clean the environment.

Examples of resources in New ZealandResource How humans can use it unsustainably   How humans can use it sustainably
Air Pollute with harmful gases.

Stop pollution.
Soil Poison with chemicals.

Stop pollution.
Sunlight

Solar power never runs out.
Fish Catch too many fish of one type eg. hoki, so it becomes endangered or disappears.

Give fish stocks time to grow again.Coal Use it at too fast a rate and not look for other types of energy that will not run out.
Use it sparingly and look for other types of energy that will not run out.

River Pollute with human and animal waste, and chemicals. Stop polluting.
Forest Cut down slow-growing native trees eg. kauri. Plant and harvest fast-growing trees eg. pine.Wind

Wind power never runs out.
Natural gas Use it at too fast a rate and not look for other types of energy that will not run out.

Use it sparingly and look for other types of energy that will not run out.
Wetland Drain it to make farmland or to build houses on. Keep it as wetland so it does good things for the environment.
Native birdlife Destroy bird environments such as bushland. Take action to save birds in danger such as the kiwi.
Lake Pollute with rubbish and chemicals eg. from farm fertiliser runoff. Keep it clean so fish survive and people can do water sports.
Glacier Cause emissions of harmful gases that contribute to global warming, which can melt glaciers.

Cut down on emissions of harmful gases so glaciers do not melt away.
High country
tussock 
grassland

Burn and clear it to sow non-native grass, over-graze it by putting too many farm animals on it, allow pests such as rabbits and stoats to multiply.

Set up parks and reserves in 
certain areas to protect them from overgrazing and to control pests.

What are greenhouse 
gases and what is 
global warming?

2

The atmosphere is a blanket of air, all around planet Earth. 
Rays of heat from the Sun travel through the atmosphere and reach Earth. 

Certain gases in the atmosphere trap some heat and stop it escaping back into space. Because these gases work like a greenhouse and help warm Earth, they are called greenhouse gases. 

Without these greenhouse 
gases, Earth would be too 
cold for human survival. 
Scientists monitor the 
amounts of greenhouse gases 
going into the atmosphere 
and say an increase in the 
amounts is causing Earth’s 
temperature to rise. 

The term for greenhouse gases being put into the atmosphere is ‘emitted’. We emit gases and cause gas emissions.

Some greenhouse gases occur naturally in the atmosphere while others are put there or added to by the actions of humans.
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Suggestions and ideas 

to help students live 

sustainable lives.

How can you be a 
sustainable Kiwi?

8

•	 Learn	how	to	put	down	a	hangi	and	have	a	

hangi	party.•	 Be	like	the	All	Blacks	and	learn	to	knit.
•	 Bury	a	time	capsule	outlining	your	efforts	to	

be	a	sustainable	Kiwi.•	 Keep	the	tap	off	while	you	brush	your	teeth.

•	 Learn	how	to	cook.•	 Dry	clothes	on	a	line	outside	rather	than	in	an	

inside	dryer.•	 Take	reusable	bags	to	the	supermarket.
•	 Shop	with	a	canvas	bag	rather	than	accept	

plastic	bags.•	 Take	part	in	a	clean-up	day	along	a	beach.

•	 Look	after	your	mobile	phone	so	it	does	not	

need	replacing	all	the	time.

•	 Don’t	buy	bottled	water.

•	 De-clutter	and	organise	your	bedroom.

•	 Recycle.

•	 Use	elbow	grease	rather	than	toxic	cleaning	

products.

•	 Grow	vegetables.

•	 Join	a	conservation	society	or	group.

•	 Bike	or	walk	wherever	possible.

•	 Carpool.

•	 Give	a	tree	seedling	to	someone	as	a	gift.

•	 Make	compost.

•	 Fix	leaking	taps.

•	 Make	your	own	lunch.

•	 Use	public	transport.

•	 Wrap	presents	in	recycled	material	such	as	an	

old	map	or	comic	pages.

•	 Collect	and	use	rainwater.

•	 Use	both	sides	of	paper.

•	 Turn	off	lights	and	electrical	appliances	you	

are	not	using.

•	 Plant	a	tree.

•	 Discuss	solar	panels	with	your	home	owner.

•	 Use	a	hand-mower	on	your	lawns.

•	 Bake	your	own	bread.

•	 Barter	goods	and	services	with	your	

neighbours.

•	 Use	a	hot	water	bottle	instead	of	an	electric	

blanket.

•	 Make	your	own	Halloween	outfit.	

•	 Use	sprinklers	early	in	the	morning	or	late	in	
the	evening	to	reduce	evaporation.

•	 Use	non-toxic	fresheners	such	as	vinegar	and	
baking	soda.•	 For	a	hobby	start	a	collection	such	as	stamps	or	

old	bottles.	•	 Have	showers	rather	than	baths.
•	 Have	shorter	showers.•	 Don’t	use	leafblowers	and	weedeaters.

•	 Avoid	or	limit	plane	trips.•	 Always	close	the	fridge	door.•	 Wash	clothes	only	when	you	have	a	full	load.
•	 Pack	lunch	in	a	washable	bag	or	lunchbox.
•	 Use	plant-based	cleaning	products.
•	 Use	stairs	instead	of	lifts.
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Additional questions
focusing on  
critical literacy.

Activities for  
further investigation.

Comprehension 
questions for 
each chapter.

Glossary of  

key words.

GlossaryMaking meaning

These questions relate to pp 4-8.
1  What are Kepler 22-b and the Goldilocks zone?
2  What word does ‘sustainability’ contain that 

helps show what sustainability means?
3  Why are an increasing number of people 

talking about sustainability?
4  What part does society play in sustainability?
5  What is the difference between using 

a resource sustainably and using it 
unsustainably?

6  How can you tell the logs in the picture on 
page 6 are from a sustainable industry?

7  How do you feel seeing or thinking about a 
wetland that has escaped being drained or 
filled in?

These questions relate to pp 9-15.

1  What is the term for the rise of Earth’s 

temperature?

2  What idea is created by adding ‘over’ to the 

word ‘consumption’?

3  Why are some greenhouse gases necessary for 

human survival?

4  What information about your lifestyle does your 

ecological footprint supply?

5  What message about Earth’s ability to
 renew 

resources do the seven billion Earthlings need 

to learn?

6  What point is the creator of the image of the 

knotted chimney stack tryi
ng to make?

7  What do you think the penguins on page 11 

would tell their representative to say at an 

international conference on global warming?

These questions relate to pp 16-21.

1  Which New Zealand cereal producer is setting 

an example of sustainability projects?

2  Why is co
al called a fossil fuel?

3  If you chose fried cockroaches over a meat 

burger as a take-away, how would you be 

helping the environment?

4  Why is it 
important for New Zealand to keep 

its clean and green image?

5  Why can it take a long time to get alternative 

energy projects up and running?

6  What information does the diagram on page 

17 give you?

7  How do you feel about some overseas retailers 

refusing to stock New Zealand fish?

These questions relate to pp 22-26
1  What percentage of the New Zealand population 

live in urban areas?
2  How are native plants and animals different to 

introduced ones?
3  What is wrong with putting a cellphone out with 

the rubbish?
4  Why would an earthship be different to a typical 

house built 50 years ago?
5  How are society’s ideas about things like waste 

and clothes, tourism and education, changing?
6  How does the bottom image on page 24 suggest 

the idea of a throw-away society?
7  What could you say to someone who says ‘I can’t 

think of anything I can do to help New Zealand’s 
sustainability’?
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GlossaryCritical literacy

1  Why do you think this book was written the way it is?
2  What are the design features of this book?3  Why do you think it was designed this way?4  What is the main message of this book?5  What does the writer think you already know about this topic?

6  How is your understanding of the book helped by the fact that you live in New Zealand?

7  Does the book try to get you to act in a certain way?
8  What has reading this book told you about yourself?

Activities

1  Take part in a class competition to see 

who can produce the best poster about 

how to be a sustainable Kiwi. 

2  Think about what would need discussing 

before a school garden was organised. 

3  Write about how you are a consumer and 

mention some of the things you consume.

4  Draw three large footprints to represent 

the three different environmental 

footprints, and inside each one put its 

name and a sentence about what it 

measures.
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Activities

Glossary

asbestos fibrous material once used in 

building

biodegradable capable of decomposing 

naturally into harmless substances

biofuel fuel from a renewable biological 

resource

biogas type of biofuel, from decomposing 

matter such as manure 

carbon dioxide chemical element that is the 

basis of all living things

consume to eat, to use, to use up

controversial causing differences of opinion

Earth third planet from the Sun, most dense, 

fifth largest, home to humans

emission flowing out, what is emitted

endangered in danger of becoming extinct

energy source of useable power e.g. coal, 

wind

environmentally-friendly kind, rather than 

harmful, to the environment

extinct every member of a particular species 

is dead

fair trade fair prices are paid to producers

generation all people living at the same time 

or of about the same age

genetically modified alteration of an 

organism’s DNA by humans

gizmo device that is useful for a  

particular job

greenhouse structure, usually glass, to let 

sunlight in and trap heat

green zone area that protects and improves 

its sustainability

hazardous involving risk, harm, danger

herbicide chemical substance used to kill 

unwanted plants

heritage something passed down through 

generations

impact to have an effect on, to have a 

strong result

kauri New Zealand native tree

mercury heavy, silvery, toxic metallic 

element

monitor observe and check

native person or organism from a particular 

place or country

overconsumption use of resources faster 

than nature can replace them

pesticide chemical used to kill pests

planet a celestial body in orbit around a sun

pollution contamination in an environment, 

especially from human action

resource a raw material that humans use

retailer person who sells goods to consumers

southern hemisphere the half of planet 

Earth beneath the equator

toxic poisonous

trawling dragging large fishing nets through 

water behind a boat

turbine rotary engine that gets energy from 

fluid or air flow

urban cities and towns

velocity speed

wetland low area where land is saturated and 

perhaps covered with water 31
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What does sustainability involve?

Economy = the system of producing goods such 
as timber and services such as lawn mowing, 
distributing goods and services by sending them 
to various places, and consuming goods and 
services by using them. When Europeans first came 
to New Zealand, for example, they began to cut 
down the 1.2 million hectares of kauri forest they 
found for the timber to build all sorts of goods 
such as ships, masts, fences, barrels and bridges. 
Because kauri grew so slowly, and people made 
farms on the cleared land, the kauri forests did 
not grow again. Was the kauri industry practising 
sustainability? No. It was consuming the kauri 
resource without thinking about future generations 
of people wanting to use the same resource. Does 
today’s timber industry practise sustainability? 
Yes, instead of felling native trees, it plants and 
fells fast-growing non-native trees such as pine, 
meaning future generations of people have the 
same resource to use. 

Society = people who share features like language, laws, and ways 
of behaving. In New Zealand society, Maori and Pakeha are the 
two main groups, and although there are many people living there 
from different parts of the world they are all New Zealanders. For 
sustainability to operate, people in all countries need to understand 
how it works and why it is necessary.  

Environment = an area and all the 
things in it. For example, New Zealand 
has many forest, lake, river, mountain 
and coastal environments. It is the 
environment that provides habitats for 
Earth’s plants and animals, including 
people, and all the resources that 
we use to survive and make our lives 
comfortable.

Sustainability  involves these three strands

Environment

Society

Economy
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Stunning photographs 
and illustrations.
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One recycled aluminium 
can saves enough 
electricity to run a 
computer or a TV for 
three hours. Fascinating and 

humourous ‘Did 
You Know?’ fact 
boxes.
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